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Alina Shanui

Alina Shanui is a character played by Nakshatra.

Alina Shanui

Vaerodaelor Oroli Kaestol1)

Date of Birth: YE 22
Species Norian
Gender Female
Height 175 cm
Weight 62kg

Faction
 Yamatai Star Empire
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Alina Shanui

Vaerodaelor Oroli Kaestol1)

Sub-Faction
 Tsenlan

Organization Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation Star Army Clerk
Rank Santô Hei
Current Placement YSS Mazu

Physical Description

Alina is a typical female Norian, she has a height of 175cm and weighs 62kg. She has bright violet eyes
and waist length white hair. She tends to wear dark or all-black conservative clothing when among
strangers in public. However, with close friends she may loosen things up a bit. Her hair is normally worn
in a french braid or loose when not constrained by work requirements.
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Specifications
Height: 175cm
Mass: 62kg

Measurements: B34-W33-H35
Bra Size: C

Build and Skin Color: Slender and Curvaceous, Pale White
Eye Color: Bright Violet
Hair Color: White

Personality

Alina is an ENTJ-A 2) personality type, which aids her in being driven and efficient at anything she does.
She can be quite stubborn about things outside of work, especially when it comes to what is best for her.
Intolerance and impatience spike up anytime thing occur to disrupt her productivity or line or rational
thought. Due to her unwavering stance on many topics she may come off as cold to some.

History

Alina Shanui was born on Ayenee in YE 22 to
Colean and Eitea. Her birth occurred directly
after the Space Race and the Colonization of
Ayenee. A good portion of her childhood
unfolded on the planet which she was born,
due to her parents trying to provide her a
stable upbringing. Early on in her childhood
she displayed strong preferences for
cleanliness and organization. This went as far
as to keep her room and other parts of the
house clean if she noticed a mess or
otherwise disorganized items.

During the Umarian Wars she took on a much more important role in the household, even though she
was still very young due to the death of her father Colean. When the Umarians pushed the Continuum
out, her father had been serving as part of the Continuum's military presence. Her father perished along
with many others that were forced out that day. Eitea had never been one for handling official business
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in regards to household matters, leaving many of these to fall to the only offspring Alina.

From YE 40 to YE 44 she focused her studies on Human resource management with the hopes of one
day serving in the military. However, things did not go as planned thanks to the Craethal War and the
Declaration of Null. The destruction of new Noria and the events that led to Empress Sinith's death also
took the life of her mother. This left her on her own right as her people fled onto the arks.

When the Norian arrival occurred in Xylar in the Kikyo Sector she became determined to lend her talents
to the saviors of her people. Immediately after recovering from the events of Operation Fireplace she
sought to lend her skills to the Star Army of Yamatai, picking up the local language in the process. At the
end of YE 44 she was stationed at her first place of duty Uesureyan Fortress as a Star Army Clerk.
However, soon after YE 45 began she was transferred to YSS Mazu to be Taisho Shimizu-Motoyoshi Akina
(清水本吉明菜)'s personal clerk.

While waiting to officially report onboard Alina assisted with locating mission essential missing parts. In
the partnership with two other's she found Shosho Taro's missing luggage, which had been right where
they started the whole time. She returned to the YSS Mazu and reported for duty to Taisho Shimizu-
Motoyoshi Akina (清水本吉明菜) and Shosa Mazu Minato.

Plot and Threads

Plots

Alina is or has been involved in the following plots:

Hinomaru Sunrises II - CURRENT

Threads

Alina is or has been involved in the following threads:

Personal Star Army Of Yamatai Orders.3) - ONGOING
[Orders] Motoyoshi Tio.4) - PAST
MISSION 1 - OUR POINT OF ORIGIN.5) - PAST
[Mini Mission - Completed] M1 - Missing Parts.6) - PAST
[Plot Event - Month #1] Cabin Fever.7). Submission: Alina's Cabin - PAST
Star Army Logistics Thread.8) - PAST
Taisho Special Request - Mazu Mazumi.9) - PAST
[Mini-Mission] M3 - Seafood Extravaganza.10) - PAST
Mission 1.1 Just More Questions.11) - PAST
Hinomaru Sunrises II [Companion] Tsukimi YE 45. 12) - PAST
Hinomaru Sunrises II Crew Chronicles: Soggy Hole Shenanigans.13) - PAST
Hinomaru Sunrises II Mission 2.0 - Pearl and Engine14) - CURRENT
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Skills Learned

Alina has learned many skills:

Communication - Alina can communicate in Nira'las, Trade (language) andYamataigo (邪馬台語).
Vesper Expression - Alina's Vesper Links to those she cares about are known to be intense and
she's mastered the ability to use images or projected thought spaces to participate in
communication with others.
Human Resource Management: Alina can proficiently manage or assist with the organization and
administration of training, development, award management, pay and benefits systems.
Religion- Alina's beliefs lend heavily in the builders, but vehemently opposes the xenophobia
perpetrated by The Church of the Builders.
Star Army Common Skills- In addition to communication Alina is also proficient in fighting,
technology operation and mathematics.
Star Army Occupational Skills- Alina has quickly took her knowledge and applied it to the skills
required of Star Army clerks.
Cooking/Baking- Alina continues to pursue her passion of cooking, baking and exploring Yamataian
cuisine.
Reading- When not at work or running various errands Alina can be found curled up somewhere
with a good book on fantasy.

Social Connections

People Alina is connected to:

Colean Shanui- Father, deceased.
Eitea Shanui- Mother, deceased.
Imaizu Sanako - fellow clerky type, favorite furball
Sorin Caeyara (Eitan) - Friend
Motoyoshi Kaoru - First Officer

Inventory

Alina Shanui's inventory.

Clothing

Star Army Standard Issue Items
Star Army Norian Undersuit
Civilian Clothing of Various Types
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Electronics

Alina's KAIMON Ascendant Companion
KAIMON/Ascendant Companion

Most used projection is a black mechanical spider with little red eyes. It
can be found perched on Alina's collarbone or peeking out of a uniform
pocket. Alina has named her Companion Mimi, which she came up with on
the spot. Mimi's personality is shy and sassy, shes often known making
comedic quips into Alina's ear to brighten dark days.

Attachments Fully Loaded.
Access KAIMON Network, PANTHEON.

Jewelry and Trinkets

Limited Edition Colony Fleet Ring
Colony Fleet Coin
Old-Fashioned Style Compass

Food and Beverage

Six Tall Cans of Colony Fleet Pale Ale
3x free meals for two from Kagami's on Port Jiyuu for after hours
4x Drink Vouchers for Cocktails at the The Pitched Battlefield on Port Jiyuu for after hours

Finances

23,000 KS
21 Hummingbird Points

OOC Notes

Nakshatra made this article.

Approved by Wes on 2022/12/28.15)

Main Alina art by Nakshatra with Midjourney Bot.
Chibi Alina art by Nakshatra with Midjourney Bot.
KAIMON art by Nakshatra with Midjourney Bot.
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In the case Nakshatra becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? NO
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? NO
For exceptions please see Nashatra (GingerGlitch) Will

Character Data
Character Name Alina Shanui
Character Owner Nakshatra
Character Status Active Player Character
Current Location YSS Mazu
Character's Home Akina System
Plots Hinomaru Sunrises II
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…
Harm Limit injury or death
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career
Status Active Duty

SAOY Rank Santô Hei
SAOY
Occupation Star Army Clerk

SAOY
Assignment YSS Mazu

Assigned
Quarters https://stararmy.com/wiki/doku.php?id=stararmy:starships:yss_mazu:alina_shanui_cabin

SAOY Entry
Year YE 44

SAOY Entry
Month 7

DOR Year YE 44
DOR Month 9
Orders Orders
Government & Politics of the Yamatai Star Empire
Office Citizen
District Akina System
Political Party Indepdendent

1)

“Residential Office Gremlin” in Nira'las
2)
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3)
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4)
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